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A travel inspired cities coloring book! An adult coloring book with a round-the-world, cities of the

world travel theme!This cities of the world coloring book features hand-drawn cityscape coloring

book illustrations created from the original travel photographs of the book&apos;s creators, Geoff &

Katie Matthews, permanent world travelers and travel bloggers at wandertooth.com.Containing 47

beautifully detailed cityscapes coloring book pages and scenes from across Europe, Asia, and the

Americas, this travel inspired cities coloring book includes cityscape coloring book pages and street

scenes from exotic global cities such as Paris, Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, and others.This cities of

the worldÂ coloring book is the perfect travelers gift book to buy for yourself or for a globe-trotting

loved one....Â a true world traveler coloring book, created with love by actual world travelers who

love adult coloring and travel!Single-sided adult coloring pages, so your masterpiece doesn&apos;t

bleed through the pages.A range of difficulty and challenge, offering some travel inspired simple

illustrations, and some very detailed coloring pages!Crisp black and white line drawings of

cityscapes coloring book pages, architecture coloring book pages, and street scene coloring book

pages from cities of the world! Â Specific city coloring book pages included in the book are listed

below:Europe Coloring Book Pages: Lisbon, Portugal; Paris, France; Granada, Spain; Budapest,

Hungary, Strasbourg, France; Berlin, Germany; Prague, Czech Republic; Riga, Latvia; Vilnius,

Lithuania; Kotor Bay, Montenegro; Krakow, Poland; Sibiu, Romania; Milan, Italy; Seville, Spain;

Tartu, Estonia; Porto, Portugal; Wroclaw, Poland; Versailles, France; Tallinn, Estonia; Amsterdam,

Netherlands; Glasgow, ScotlandAsia Coloring Book Pages: Shandong Province, China; Mount Tai,

China; Kaohsiung, Taiwan; Xiao Liu Qiu Island, Taiwan; Hong Kong; Mekong Delta, Vietnam; Kyoto,

Japan; Rajasthan, India; Melaka, MalaysiaÂ North, Central & South America Coloring Book Pages:

Cartagena, Colombia; Barichara, Colombia; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Havana, Cuba; La Paz,

Bolivia; Quito, Ecuador; Antigua, Guatemala; Oaxaca, Mexico; Portland, Oregon
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"What&apos;s special about this book is that all the pictures are taken from their travel photographs.

Expect city landscapes of Prague and La Paz, detailed picture of the 28 tram in Lisbon and boats of

the Mekong Delta in Southern Vietnam. I coloured the Lisbon tram and the houses of Porto, just

because I have been to those places and felt deeply nostalgic..." dreamexplorewander.com"Katie

and Geoff put together this awesome collection of colouring pages for travellers, and it&apos;s the

best thing since Hotline Bling."Â ~freecandie.com"Their illustrations were a lot of fun to

colour!Â Travel Between the LinesÂ has a nice mix of very detailed imagesÂ andÂ simpler ones

thatÂ allow for lots of creativity in terms ofÂ patterns and designs." ~ thatbackpacker.com"There are

a variety of illustrations that are a mix of very detailed that might take you several days to color and

easier ones that you could do fairly quickly. I also thought it was smart that each coloring page is

blank on the back so you can tear it out for easier coloring." ~ luxeadventuretraveler.com"...a

travel-themed coloring book based on actual travel photos taken by the travelers behind the blog

WanderTooth. The story is cool, AND it&apos;s sure to stoke your wanderlust. Perfect for a long

plane ride." ~ dangerous-business.com

Hello Colorists and Travelers!Thank you so much for considering our book - we know there are so

many to choose from, and we genuinely appreciate you stopping by to learn more about ours.We

are Geoff and Katie Matthews, a married Canadian couple in our 30s. We met in 2006 in Taiwan,

and instantly bonded over our love of travel. We&apos;ve been traveling together ever since, and

have visited 50 countries as a couple.In 2013, we quit our steady jobs to become "nomads" -- we

travel full-time and permanently, supporting ourselves with freelance work, with our blog

"wandertooth", and now with this book (and future books...we are currently working on a coloring

book about Mexico).The idea to make this book came to us when we were in Oaxaca, Mexico,

which is a colorful and pretty city in the mountains. We wanted to create a way for others to

experience travel the way we do -- slowly, and getting to know local life in different cities -- and to be

creative at the same time. We also had so many travel photographs, we thought it&apos;d be neat



to do something with them!This book was created from our travel photographs. Each coloring page

is a "reproduction" of a photograph we took on our travels. In this way, you can really "travel

between the lines" with this book, interacting with each place in a new and unique way.We love our

book, and are so very proud of it. We hope you&apos;ll give it a try and love it as much as we

do.Thank you so much!Â Katie (& Geoff)

I absolutely love the concept of the idea behind this colouring book. While I have seen other

travelling colouring books out there i love the personal touch of knowing that the images came from

actual photos. Before starting to colour I went to instagram to peruse through the actual images for

inspiration. I would recommend using fine tip markers for most of the more detailed areas it will

make your pictures look amazing. Because the images come from actual photos some are better for

colouring purposes than others, As an overall i would say that the colouring book is at about an

intermediate level when compared to other colouring books that I've tried.As for some critics; I wish

that the descriptions of the cities were on the opposite page of the image as oppose to having the

index in the back. I also found it a little difficult to lay the pages flat, I had to put something down on

the other side to weigh it down while I worked.All in all I found it very enjoyable and have already

recommended it to friends to check out. I've only completed 1 page so far and am slowly working

through the rest of the book. This is one that I think i could see myself actually finishing the whole

book!

As soon as my Travel Between the Lines Colouring Book arrived, I couldn't wait to get my marker

an pencil crayons out! I find the book to be medium to challenging. The lines in the pictures can be

small, so found that it's best to keep my pencils sharp or use my fine markers. The pages are single

sided, but it's not a bad idea to put a scrap piece of paper between the pages when colouring with

markers just to back sure the colour doesn't bleed through. Overall, I really enjoy this colouring book

and recommend it. Here are some of my favourite images from the book.

Cool idea, and I was expecting to love this, but it just doesn't deliver consistently. It's still neat to see

the pictures of places my wife and I hope to visit, but unfortunately many fall flat for use with colored

pencils. We still like it and will use it, but most of the pictures just don't work well for an interesting

coloring experience. Also, the pages are VERY thin, meaning they can get creased or crinkled

easily - especially since the covers are quite flimsy as well.I do love how the authors have written

descriptions of each picture in the book and why they included it. I also really appreciate how these



were all taken from real places that are awesome to visit.It depends on what you're looking for - just

know that it is definitely a different type of coloring book than most out there. Unfortunately, there

was some 'bad' included with the 'good.'

This coloring book is a great book for anyone who has travelled or dreams of traveling the world. I

have not personally been to any of the places in the book, but I love the great snapshots that I get to

personalize with my own colours/ ideas. The images are very detailed and great to colour for

relaxing! The quality of the pages is great...easy to colour on and seems to hold colour...no

smudging. I use coloured pencils for my pictures which gives me the opportunity to be creative and

blend colours. Some of the images have definitely inspired me to visit some new destinations. My

favorite images are the Asian pics...particularly Thailand. I think this is a great book for anyone

looking for a great variety of pics with different themes..Rather than a full book of flowers...which

wouldn't be exciting to me after the first few completed pages. I find each picture in this coloring

book different, exciting...similar to the feeling of actually experiencing these places in person. I

would highly recommend this book for anyone looking for a worldly hobby that is both creative and

relaxing.

I love this coloring book! My new favorite coloring book! ThatÃ¢Â€Â™s right. Of all of my coloring

books, I said Ã¢Â€Âœmy favorite coloring bookÃ¢Â€Â•. That is a rave review!Pros: Encourages

daydreaming about past and future travels. Single-sided printing on paper with just the right amount

of texture for colored pencils. Medium weight white paper. Mixed levels of image sizes and difficulty,

which is great for various moods. Great for teens and adults. Easy to open the pages fully and the

images are bordered so they are not lost in the binding.Cons: Use a blank piece of paper for a page

divider, if markers are your primary coloring tools.Coloring the picture of Paris transported me back

to my first glimpse of the Eiffel Tower sparkling above the Parisian skyline. Wonderful! I started

thinking about new adventures. I had all but given up on the idea of exotic travels. This gave me a

feeling of freedom and hope. Time to dream it and make it happenÃ¢Â€Â¦

This book was one of my first forays into adult coloring, and I really enjoyed the quiet calm of

working on the many, many details. There is an added level of interest here because each of the

images is based on photographs of actual destinations around the world. I found myself digging a bit

deeper into each location, researching them online and drawing further inspiration for my coloring

(and daydreaming!) I would especially recommend this book to anyone with an interest in



architecture, as there is a great variety of beautiful structures featured. You have a choice of

difficulty levels and images that lie mercifully flat and clear of the binding, but be prepared for the

intricate-- you'll want to have your pencil sharpener nearby!

Arrived in perfect condition and rght on time.#2 in order/ another wonderful book to get to coloring I

can not wait to get started.

This is my first "adult" coloring book and I am really enjoying it. I love being able to spend time with

my kids while they color their own books.....although I had to tell them "pencils off Mommy's book"

when they tried to assist!!What I really like about this book is that it includes both places I have

already traveled to like Berlin and Kaohsiung....and places I hope to go in the future, such as Italy

and France. The descriptions of each picture at the back of the book is a great bonus feature and

makes it unique.
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